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With stunning artwork of a Type-S Scout's cockpit facing the players, and every vital table for the

Referee, the Traveller Referee's Screen is the perfect complement to a well run Traveller campaign.

With all the important tables and charts, the new Traveller Referee's Screen is constructed from

quality heavy-weight cardstock that will stand the ravages of many years' gaming
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The screen is made of a heavy hard-back book style board. Saying it is cardboard would not give it

justice. It contains all of the critical information you'll need to keep you from constantly flip through

the book for what you need. I'm very pleased with mine.

Came sealed, and when I opened it, I could still feel the smell of new product. No regrets at all with

this purchase.

The screen has some great 1970's scifi art on the player side as well as the updated information

from the Traveller core book for the Referee (I noticed the corrected pulse/beam laser stats from

Errata/High Guard). It has everything you need for light ship combat right there. Though with the

amount of time my players spend buying and selling I wish it had the broker/passenger/freight tables

as well. This is also the thickest, heavy duty screen I have ever seen. About three times as thick as

a standard hard book cover, the screen folds up to be able the same size as the core rulebook. Very

high quality.



Quality of this product is higher than my expectations. It's a hardcover instead of typical s*****

paperback GM screens. And it's amazibgly folded! Love it!

Exactly what I needed. Very durable construction. All of the charts/tables are useful unlike some

other game's screens.
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